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Joint issue between Kyrgyzstan and Belarus. 
The 25th anniversary of diplomatic relations 

 
On October 18, 2018 the State Committee of Information Technology and Communications of the              

Kyrgyz Republic puts into circulation a Kyrgyz Express Post postage stamp: “Joint issue between              
Kyrgyzstan and Belarus. The 25th anniversary of diplomatic relations”. 

Between Kyrgyzstan and Belarus there are long-standing friendly relations with fruitful           
cooperation in various fields: economy, foreign policy, trade, the social sphere, health, culture,             
education, etc. 

The stamps of this joint issue represent the state symbols of the two countries. The sheet also                 
features labels (coupons) depicting emblematic species of fauna of Kyrgyzstan and Belarus - the              
Snow Leopard and the European Bison. 

No. 108  
 
Stamp description. 
 
No. 108. 75 KGS. The state arms of the Kyrgyz Republic and the 
Republic of Belarus. 
 
 
 

Technical specifications. 
 
Paper: coated, gummed, 105 g/m². 
Printing method: full-color offset lithography.  
Stamp perforation: comb 14:14½. 
Stamp size: 46.00 х 27.50 mm. 
Stamp is issued in sheetlets of 6 stamps + 3          
coupons. 
On the sheetlet borders there is an inscription        
“Joint issue between the Kyrgyz Republic and       
the Republic of Belarus. The 25th anniversary       
of diplomatic relations” in English and Russian       
languages. The same inscription in Kyrgyz and       
Belarusian languages is presented on the      
central coupon. Two other coupons represent      

emblematic species of fauna of Kyrgyzstan and Belarus - the Snow Leopard and the European               
Bison.  
Sheet size: 159.00 x 108.00 mm. 
Quantity issued: 6 000 pieces. 
Designer: Daria Maier. 
Printer House: “Nova Imprim”. 



 
 
 
 
 
A special cancellation on FDC will be carried out at the           
embassy of the Republic of Belarus in Kyrgyzstan on the          
stamp issuing day. 
Cover size: С6 (162 х 114 mm). Printing method:         
full-color offset. 
The first day cover and special postmark are designed         
by Daria Maier. 
Quantity issued: 400 copies. 
Endorsing ink color: black. 


